TOP SEVEN REASONS TO
MOVE TO KEYCREATOR
No need for a whole lot of explanation. You have already thought about making the
move to KeyCreator. There are many reasons why remaining in your familiar design
environment while using the latest productivity tools makes sense for your business.
Built on a stable foundation to ensure reliability and availability, KeyCreator offers
CADKEY users measurable gains in productivity.
1. COMPATIBILITY WITH THE LATEST CAD FILE FORMATS.
Updated support for AutoCAD, Catia, IGES, Inventor, Pro/E, SolidWorks, STEP, UGS and more. Newly
added PDF support and trace over capabilities too.

2. EASY TO USE, ADVANCED SOLID MODELING TOOLS.
Smart tools that let you get create and edit models faster than your competition. Check out our
industry leading capabilities in Feature Discovery, Face Editing and Prune & Graft to name a few.

3. UNLIMITED LEVEL SUPPORT.
New feature allows you to deﬁne levels similar to setting up folders in the Windows environment. No
more struggling to include all the parts on 255 levels.

4. GENERIC EDIT AND MOVE CAPABILITIES.
Streamline drawing creation and editing.

5. FULLY ASSOCIATIVE 2D DRAWINGS.
Section views and detail enlargement included.

6. SUPPORT FOR REFERENCED ASSEMBLIES.
Using referenced solids in assemblies decreases the size of your part ﬁle and improves performance.

7. UNLIMITED UNDO AND REDO CAPABILITIES.
Much more freedom to experiment, because one sequence was just not enough.
Kubotek has recently introduced new capabilities for CADKEY users in the latest version of KeyCreator.
The software now fully supports Draft-Pak® capabilities and mechanical elements. If you’ve been waiting
for more reasons to transition to KeyCreator, take a look at what KeyCreator has to offer. There’s no other
product on the market that allows you to work seamlessly across 2D, 3D, solid and surface modeling or
drafting environments.
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